Concentration of small volume samples
using Centrifugal Nanofiltration
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Motivation

Results and Discussion

► Synthesis and analysis in chemical, biological and environmental fields urge for
easy, reliable and reproducible methods to concentrate small volume liquid
samples (less than 20 mL) containing low molecular weight solutes (MW < 1000
g/mol).
► The use of membrane processes for sample concentration is well established,
cheaper and can be performed at mild conditions. However, the concentration
polarization (CP) and fouling phenomena reduces the process throughput.

► A suitable way to reduce concentration polarization is Centrifugal Filtration. Several
commercial devices are available, but only to separate the solvent from mediumto-large molecules or from particulate matter.
► Our previous work has shown that it is possible to obtain clear permeates (high
solute rejection) using Centrifugal Nanofiltration.

The nanofiltration performance was higher when performing it by CNF than by
traditional TFF process, as can be seen in the Figure 2 in terms of the concentration
factor (CF) and apparent rejection (Ra). The concentration factor is the ratio between
the concentrate and the sample concentrations, CF = cc /cs, while the apparent
rejection indicates how well the membrane retain a given solute, Ra = (cs - cp) / cp,
where cp is the permeate concentration.
Despite the higher CF value of the CNF processes may be related with dead
volumes in the TFF cell (Fig. 2a), it is clearly visible that the quality of the Fructose
permeate is much worse in the TFF process (Fig. 2b). This shows that, for the same
applied pressure, a much higher amount of fructose passes across the membrane in
the TFF process, which strongly suggests that the CNF process mitigates the
concentration polarization effect. The differences between the Ra values for neutral
Fructose and the ionic K2SO4 is due to the negative charges of the membrane surface.

Background
Tangential flow filtration (TFF) is a very efficient membrane separation process at
industrial scale and is used for Microfiltration (particles larger than 0.1 µm),
Ultrafiltration (MW > 1000 g/mol), Nanofiltration (MW in the range 100 – 1000 g/mol)
and Reverse Osmosis (MW < 1000 g/mol).
To process small volume samples TFF devices can be downsized but the process
becomes less efficient. At microfluidic scale the fluid mixing is poor, resulting in high CP
and fouling. Moreover, high pressure is necessary for the processes where low
molecular weigh molecules are to be separated: 5-20 bar in nanofiltration and 20-100
bar in reverse osmosis. Unless bulky apparatus (with large dead volumes) are used,
the microfluidic devices are fragile and prone to leak at high pressure. For that reason,
the vast majority of the research work dealing with the integration of membranes within
microdevices is related with micro- and ultrafiltration [1].
The CP and fouling effects can be mitigated using centrifugal devices, where the
most dense (concentrated) fluid elements are dragged away from the membrane by
the centrifugal force. Additionally, in these devices, external pumping is unnecessary
because the pressure is generated by the centrifugal force itself [2].
Batch centrifugal devices are already used to concentrate small volume samples
but they are only able to retain, in the concentrate, medium-to-large molecules since
they use micro- and ultrafiltration membranes [3]. To our best knowledge, this is the
first work where Centrifugal Nanofiltration is used to concentrate small volume samples
of binary solute-water solutions of low molecular weight molecules.
The simple replacing of the membrane of a commercial centrifugal ultrafiltration
device by an appropriate nanofiltration membrane, would not be very efficient. In those
devices high concentration factors only occur if the liquid volume above the membrane
is much smaller than the sample volume. Since the sample chamber spans over a
large volume, the pressure is very low at the end of the filtration cycle. That would be
unacceptable for the nanofiltration process. Therefore, an innovative Centrifugal
Nanofiltration device was developed, in which an appropriate pressure is maintained
during most of the filtration cycle.

Figure 2 – Comparison between the performance of CNF and TFF performed at 35 bar,
𝛽 = 0, ℎ = 0.2 mm (for CNF) and ℎ = 0.25 mm (for TFF). The sample solutions had the
same osmotic pressure: 8 g/L for K2SO4, 19 g/L for Fructose and 30.7 g/L for Sucrose.
The angle between the centrifugal force and the membrane surface (the angle 𝛽)
plays a major role on the CNF performance, as can be inferred from the data plotted in
the Fig. 3. While for low concentration solutions (for instance the 7.7 g/L Sucrose
solution) no liquid remains inside the sample chamber after the filtration cycle, for high
concentration solutions the applied pressure may not be enough to perform complete
filtration of the sample. However, in these situations, it is clear the influence of the
angle: the amount of liquid remaining inside the filtration cycle decreases as 𝛽
decreases. Thus, better nanofiltration performance is achieved placing the membrane
with its active surface pointing in the direction of the centrifugal force. This fact results
from the disruption of the CP layer by the centrifugal force, being the more
concentrated fluid element dragged away from the membrane surface.

The developed Centrifugal Nanofiltration
(CNF) device consists in several parts that
engage on each other forming chambers
and channels (Fig. 1). The sample chamber
is where the sample is placed, the filtration
chamber is where the filtration occurs, the
concentrate chamber is where the most
concentrated
fluid
elements
are
accumulated during the filtration cycle and,
finally, the permeate chamber is where the
permeate is collected [4].
The innovation in this device is that the
sample chamber occupies only a small
portion of the device and is placed at some
distance from the membrane region. This
way the pressure is kept high at the most
part of the filtration cycle.
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Figure 1 – Sketch of the developed
CNF device.

Methodology
Nanofiltration of binary solute-water solutions were performed by TFF and CNF. As
model solutes, K2SO4 (MW = 174 g/mol), Fructose (MW = 180 g/mol), Sucrose (MW =
342 g/mol ) and PEG-1000 (MW = 1000 g/mol) were used. The used NF membrane
has MWCO = 150-300 g/mol.
It was studied the influence of several operatory parameters including: the applied
pressure, the solute concentration, the height of the filtration chamber (ℎ) and the
angle between the centrifugal force and the membrane surface (𝛽).
View publication stats

Figure 3 – Influence of the angle between the centrifugal force and the membrane
surface (the angle 𝛽). The CNF of the 7.7 g/L Sucrose solution was performed at 16
bar, while for the other two solutions the CNF was performed at 35 bar.
The height of the filtration chamber also affects the CNF performance and it was
concluded (result not shown here) that for the same operatory conditions the optimal ℎ
is between 0.2 and 0.6 mm.

Conclusion
It was proved that the concentration of small volume samples containing low
molecular weight molecules can be easily achieved by using Centrifugal Nanofiltration.
For the same applied pressure, one obtains higher concentration factor by CNF than
by TFF. However, the CNF performance depends on the height of the filtration
chamber and, especially, on the angle between the centrifugal force and the
membrane surface .
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